Tccm blazer

It controls the electronically-operated 4-wheel-drive system. All of its functions involve the shift
â€” processing the shift request, executing it, and verifying the completion. Where is the
transfer case control module located? The driver can reach the connectors easily because it is
facing towards them. The module determines the processing of the shift by using the speed of
the vehicle and the real-time transfer case mode. If necessary, it may also trigger off the front
differential locking actuator. If the shift is not possible, the selector switch will come on and
flash for 30 seconds. Apart from this obvious transfer case control module problem , you can
look out for these following ones:. Everything on the panel is dead and you might be wondering
if it is going to cost you a big amount. You have to perform a TCCM self-test to determine
whether you need to change this component or not. Turn the ignition switch while observing the
transfer case shift control switch indicators. A functioning TCCM will flash all the indicators
before returning to the current gear. Go on checking the battery positive voltage and ignition
voltage. You also have to diagnose the connector of the transfer case shift control switch and
the ground circuit for ground. It is normal to have this message sometimes. It goes away when
you shut the vehicle off and then turn it back on. A bad TCCM could be the reason along with
the encoder motor and the button pack. There could be tons of components responsible for
engine problems and the TCCM could be one of them. It could happen if the TCCM sends wrong
signals to the transmission. You have to change the component to solve this particular
problem. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair
shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his sharing posts. Read
Now! Leave A Reply Cancel Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used
cars directly from Japan. Maintenance Tips. By Tsukasa Azuma Last updated Jan 10, 1. Tsukasa
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Chevrolet Blazer owners have reported 6 problems related to automatic transmission control
module under the power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The
sun shell breaks on Blazers, mine broke and when I took it to the dealer he said it happens all
the time. Why are there no recalls when the dealerships says these things happen all the time
and there are forums online with hundreds of other Blazer owner who have had the same
problem. See all problems of the Chevrolet Blazer. Am the original owner of the vehicle. Per
certified cheverolet dealer's repair notes: "removed trans. Found clutch burned severely and no
possible cause for clutch failure. Found leaking at trans cooler line. Replaced lower trans cooler
line. Replaced with certified re-built srta. Now, 2nd re-built trans failed at 77, miles but only 48,
on 2nd trans. Per dealership analysis, "r. Found to slip in all gears pcm storing p convertor is
overheaded and atf burnt bad. Dealership and cheverolet district rep act as if trans problems are
unheard of. Cheverolet customer service case opened, cheverolet district rep refuses to provide
any assistance. Sounds just like service bulletin While going around a turn at 13 mph rear tires
lost traction. Abs kicked in, but did not stop vehicle. Vehicle hit a curb and flipped over. The
vehicle has been repaired. Please provide any further details. Engine stalls due to faulty vcm
computor module. Tracking system is always left on. Transfer case is always spinning, causing
vehicle to vibrate, especially when driving at 50 mph or when vehicle is hot. Transmission was
slipping out of gear when accelerating from stop or rpm's will rev high, but vehicle will not
move as fast as it should. Consumer took vehicle back to pontiac dealer where vehicle was
purchased, and was told a power train control module needed to be replaced. Advised
consumer to go to a Chevrolet dealer to perform repair because it still fell under manufacturer's
warranty. Consumer took vehicle to Chevrolet dealer, and was told a TSB was issued for a
harness jumper kit which was causing the defect. Chevrolet dealer did not inspect vehicle to
determine if that was the actual cause. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problems.
Transmission Failure problems. Transfer Case problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems.
Differential Unit problems. Automatic Transmission Column Shift problems. Automatic
Transmission Cooler problems. Axle Assembly problems. Transmission Noise problems.
Manual Transmission problems. Repairs to the components of the 4WD system can cost
hundreds or thousands of dollars, and many people have had multiple repeat visits to the dealer
without getting a fix for the root problem. When my Suburban's 4WD system failed, I was 4
hours from home with my travel trailer! The front axle was halfway engaged, so it produced a
gut-wrenching grinding noise during turns for the entire drive home. However, I fixed it
myself-and I bet you can, too! Please note the site is still under construction! These are the
things that everyone skips, but you may find a free or cheap fix for the problem. There are two

fuseboxes that have 4wd fuses. Step 1. Maybe you have a friend with a GM Tech 2 diagnostic
computer or you can find a friendly dealership or independent garage that can pull these codes
for you for a fair labor charge so that you will know what to change first. See here for details
from a Chevy Trailblazer owner. If you got a scan and now have an idea of what to replace, go to
the appropriate section. Do you have a yellow status light on the dash switches? Which mode is
lit? The solid lights on the 4WD buttons are telling you where the transfer case encoder motor
thinks it is, and blinks on the mode that it is trying to go to after you push the button. If the
"SERVICE 4WD" message is lit as soon as you start the vehicle, that probably indicates a
constant wiring or part fault and the Transfer Case Control Module is noticing that fault as soon
as it is energized when the truck is turned on. Check wiring continuity a Digital Multimeter is
best, but you can do some of it with a test light , verify grounds , and verify power. This step is
very important and could save you a lot of money and time! See the wiring diagrams page for
more information. I had this condition when the ground wire for the front axle actuator was
damaged. It could be the front axle actuator, or the "encoder motor" on the transfer case that is
responsible for moving the transfer case to the correct position. Everything is normal in 2WD,
but when a 4WD mode is commanded, the error occurs. See below for tips on how to test
individual parts. If the button module is damaged, it can command modes you don't want, or fail
to command the mode you want. If nothing happens when you push a button no changes to the
lights, and no noises from under the truck , the buttons may have failed. Pull the dashboard
apart it is just held with clips and pull out the buttons. Disconnect both connectors. Using the
DMM , measure the resistance between the innermost pins on both connectors. The resistance
should be steady no changes while the button is pressed. Note that some measurements are in
"Ohms" and some are "Kilo-Ohms" Ohms. Some people have had success with squeezing the
button module. If the readings are wrong, it may be time to replace the buttons. These are
available here. Encoder motor and transfer case position encoder: If the transfer case won't go
to the proper position, or behaves erratically, it could be the encoder inside the encoder motor.
If it does not move at all, it could be the motor itself. The entire motor can be replaced, or just
the less expensive encoder inside can be changed. The transfer case encoder motor moves the
transfer case selector automatically. In Auto 4WD, it continually moves the input shaft of the
transfer case to vary the amount of torque that goes to the front driveshaft. In 4Hi, 4Lo, or
Neutral, it just moves to the proper position and locks in place. The encoder motor keeps track
of the proper position using the encoder feedback. The encoder is just a variable resistor. It can
get worn and give bad readings to the TCCM. Here is a nice write-up on replacing the encoder
sensor wheel inside the encoder motor. It is similar to locking the hubs in the old days, but it
happens inside the axle housing. The actuator has 12V, ground, command signal in, and
position signal out at its connector. If not, the motor may be bad. You can bench test these with
a set of alligator clips and a 12V source. New actuators are available in Dorman's low cost and
genuine GM versions. See connector and wiring diagram information here. If the wires are
broken, the actuator won't operate and the actuator won't move. If it does not move to the
proper position, the buttons on the dash will blink and the "Service 4WD" indicator will be lit
because the TCCM never sees a complete 4WD engagement. The ground wire to my front axle
actuator was the culprit on my truck. However, when I checked the resistance of the wires
between the connector under the brake master cylinder and the TCCM, I could see that the
resistance was over 20 Ohms. It should be less than 1. So even though the wire could pass
some current, it was not enough to supply enough power to the motor. The actuator was stuck
halfway out, which halfway engaged the front axle, causing the noise I heard. It is located under
the dashboard above the parking brake pedal, behind a large metal bracket. There are three
connectors for various sensors and outputs. These computers are programmed to match your
vehicle, but Dorman sells a computer that does not require programming to your vehicle. If
buying from an auto parts store, these computers may not be returnable, so save this expensive
part for last! If the internal parts of your transfer case are damaged, you may rebuild it or buy a
used unit. If you are taking the transfer case apart, you may want to put in a " pump rub kit " to
prevent a leak and costly repair later. Web Hosting by Bluehost. Forums New posts. What's new
New posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Thread starter sylvain N Start date May 15, Joined Feb 11,
Messages 19 Reaction score 0 Points 0. Molson New member. Got a question?? Started pulling
it apart this weekend and found out big harness that goes to the TCCM he rewired. The indicator
lights don't even light up to show it's in 2hi. Can that switch be bad? Just bought a Jimmy SLT
The guy that had it before me replaced the TCCM. Any suggestions? Last edited: Dec 7, If my
4x4 button don't light up what may be the problem? It don't show me being in any gear, 2hi, 4lo,

4hi, 4 auto? Molson said:. Inspect your 4wd switch at the pins, there common to burnout there.
If there is signs of damage, you can take the switch apart and re-solder any connections that
look like they have gone bad at the terminals. Good luck and keep us posted. Post reply. Insert
quotesâ€¦. Is there a way to check the hubs sticking or the cv joints? Hi Kyleâ€¦ I googled on
some words regarding my Blazer 4-wheel drive problem and came to your website. That was 3
hours ago!! What a great site! If I turn the wheel to the right, same thing; to the leftâ€¦ goes
away. So I thought it was some type of differential, axle, or front wheel drive issue. That hole
actually had some type of cable going through it with a small rubber grommet. The hole was
barely big enough to fit the power cable through. We then pulled the power cable through the
engine compartment, cable tied it to prevent it from getting in the way of anything, easily
connected to the battery. I was thinking that the existing cable was related to the heating
system, but maybe not?? Would having pulled out and put back in the dash switches or being
in such close proximity to the TCCM caused issues? I have to push one of the other buttons to
get out of it. I do not know if this was an issue before all this started I never use 4LO. Anyway,
based on your experiences, I thought there might be something I mentioned that might ring
familiar to you. I found out that cable coming through the firewall under the glove box was the
antenna cable. I decided to take it to a local shop. Thanks for all the good info. I bookmarked
your site. Hmmmmâ€¦ sounds like you have an interesting one on your hands! Then grabbed
them front and back and wiggled again. I took mine in for probably 5 or 6 oil changes before it
was noticed that the shop was not lubing my vehicle. OK; got the Blazer back from the shop. As
an FYI for you and your readers: They diagnosed the problem as a bad bearing driver side,
front. They said the reason the vibration went away when turning left was because the weight of
the Blazer shifted to the right side. That was the bad news. The good news is that they fixed it.
So, lesson learned: problem caused by newly licensed teenage son. Glad you got your problem
resolved. Hmmmâ€¦ a common Blazer problem me thinks. I have replaced the plugs twice, wires
twive, coil pack twice, and had oil change and tranny flush and tested fuel pressure is good. I
can hear it go in via the transfercase but front tires wont turn. The light comes on so I dont think
it is electrical. I did locate the vaccum actuator under the battery but there was no vacc line
attached to it. I have no Idea where the source of that vacc comes fron is there any way you can
coach me through it or send me a diagram. The actuator itself looked to be in good cond. I just
noticed that the nipple on the actuator was open no hose to it. I would apreciate any assistance.
If everything is good, odds are your encoder motor is shot. When I backed out of the drive way
the right front wheel made a sound like metal hitting metal, very loud and ruff. I thought the
wheel was going to fall off. I drove it just a little bit and every right turn it would make sounds
and you could feel it in the ride. My son noramlly drives this car and it has been doing this for
some time, but sometimes stops for weeks at a time.????? Assuming the problem IS coming
from the passenger side front wheel sounds can be very deceiving it could be a number of
things. It could also be something as major as the transfer case mine made a really loud and
rough bang when I had problems with the shifting from 2HI to 4HI â€” sounded like I ran over a
garbage can. Last week I changed both front wheel bearing assemblies as they are all one unit
and contain the ABS sensors. The lights remain. As for your brake smell, from what I
understand when researching doing my brakes is that the calipers are prone to sticking after a
brake job. Trying to replace the front, driver wheel bearing on my Chevy Blazer. Everything
thats supposed to be out or off is bolts, caliper, etc. Any ideas? The hubs are pretty straight
forward â€” I have done both front hubs on mine with no problems actually, twice on the
passenger side as the NEW hub failed in like 2 months. Hello Kyle I have a chevy blazer LT with
4 wheel drive. When i press the 4 low the light blinks on and their is a thump like sound under
the truck. Your description of your problem sounds like a hundred others hereâ€¦there is tons of
information here for you to get started. All you have to do is read. We just got out first four
inches of snow here in central PA and I pushed my 4hi button and got nothing. It worked fine
last year. When I put it in neutral and push 4hi, all of the push buttons 2wd, 4hi and 4lo will blink
like six times. Is this some type of code? It will only do the blinking thing once. Thanks in
advance. Hey Guys I have a 98 sonoma and the dame thing dose not Go in to 4 hi. But it is NO
lock in. Its like you put it in HI and low back in forth over and over and maybe it goes in for a
little and then kicks out. I would just rather Manuly putting it in. Pulling the cable under the
battery will only engage the passengers axle. If the 4WD system is not working to begin with,
engaging this axle will do nothing. To manually put it in 4WD, get under the truck and
disconnect the encoder motor. Hey, I just came across your page and seems really neat.
Anyways I have a problem and hope you or one of your readers can help me. I have a Blazer LT.
Mine are doing that too. I forget the name of the part but he said it was around buck with labour
to change it and make the lights go outâ€¦ I am saving money and thinking if is worth itâ€¦ SO if
anyone has that part name or number try and post it up so I can find a used cheap one and all of

us can stop starring at red and yellow lights. I have been chasing a problem with my 4WD for a
while. It turns out that I had a bad clip with my new valve. When I replaced it with the old clip it
worked great. No wonder they went bankrupt. Cheap plastic interiors and low grade quality
mechanisms. As soon as spring comes this thing is getting rid of. I understand that vehicles
need maintenance and are under constant wear and tear. The Blazer, other than some electrical
problems with the 4WD system, has been one of the best vehicles that I have owned. I have
almost ,KM on my and it still drives like the day I drove it off the lot. When driving down the road
it has no lights on. But neither of them have seemed to be the problem. When I press the 4hi
button on the dash it blinks a few times and then clicks on and the light stays on but 4wd does
not engage. The end result is the sameâ€¦she stays in 2wd. Last month it was intermittent at
best. The inside 4hi button would blink and click on but 4wd did not engage. If you drove
forward and then put it in reverse and drove back in the drive, you could hear the transmission
finally switch to 4wd. I have an 02 Blazer also and I have this 4wheel problem of the front axle
not engaging and the lights are saying so, i had it checked out and its not a electrical problem
says a code reader.. Same thing with my So, chances are you have tranny fluid through the vac
lines. The output shaft seal, between the tranny and tcase is gargage, and needs replacement.
This causes the fluid to leave the tcase and through the tcase vaccuum switch and into the
lines. Easy way to check, remove batt and tray, and pull the vac line off the actuator. Switch to
4hi and you should get suction. Check actuator for tear, and should move when 4hi is presses.
Then it pulls a cable to the front diff, try to pull to cable by hand and see in it engages. Have fun.
Also when I pressed the brake my reverse lights would come on. My husband found out that my
tow package wires had been cut and were fused with other wires. Just a thought. My Blazer was
a work vehicle and it was driven hard â€” for 5 years. Actually, the Blazer was one of the best
vehicles that I have ever owned. I just sold it with over , KMs on it and it passed a legal safety
and eTest. The ONLY thing the mechanic could find wrong with it was a license plate marker
light. If you use your dishwasher, it IS going to need maintenance and repair. The Blazer is not
unlike any other vehicle. Sure, there are going to be some that were built on a Friday and may
have some issues again, not unlike ANY other vehicle , but on the whole, the Blazer is a
dependable vehicle. If you visit ANY forum for ANY make of vehicle you will find that they too
talk about specific problems with that make and model of vehicle. I also own a Dodge Nitro â€”
a vehicle that is not given a great report by Consumers Reports, yet I have owned it since new
just over 3 years now and have not had one single problem with it. As for being my own
mechanic â€” absolutely. Because I can. You have to think about things a little more and
analyze them. Think about this â€” my mother makes all kinds of things â€” sewing, knitting,
needlepoint. She makes drapes, clothes, furniture coverings, etc. Why does she do this?
Because she can. Could she afford to buy these things? Can I afford to take my vehicle to a
mechanic? But why? There comes a time when you have to sit back and evaluate your vehicle.
If your son really has had so many problems with his Blazer, then I would have to say your son
should have been smart enough to get rid of that vehicle a long time ago. If your dog bites you,
then pees on your carpet, then rips up your furnitureâ€¦ you get rid of the dog. SOunds like the
same problem I have with my s I cleaned the grounding point at the fuse and relay box under
the hood. The grounding point farthest front of box. After I cleaned it, everything started
working again! Changed it with one from a salvage lotâ€¦ worked fine for a month, then failed to
start again. Changed box again.. One month later.. My brake warning light also came on after
the ABS light was on for a while. What a great way for the stealership to get you in for service.
Just to note, my Blazer stops on a dime, no brake problems at all. If one wheel slips the ABS
kicks in and send you right into the intersection, even though the other wheels have traction. I
can be driving along and push the pedal and it is solid, no brakes. If I pump them several times
they usally start working again. Some times I have to jump on them. Then the front end goes all
over the place. After that every thing is normal, until it happens again. Hello im actually trying to
help my sister out her 97 blazer is having 4wd problems, the button will start to blink to engage
the actuator and then after about three blinks it seems to blow the fuse located in the drivers
side end panel of the dash? Hi guys , this front end with the vacum and cable to engage the
front axle will not do anything unless the front driveshaft will turn. Had to do a good bit of
maintenence to it to get it running right, but my main issue is now this: When I go to lock it into
either 4 HI or 4 LO, I hear the diff lock in, but while in sand which I have found is the best place
to test 4 wheel drive, I get no action from the front tires. But in reverse, they lock in just fine.
Now another thing is that the lights on the push buttons never stop blinking as if it never
actually locks in, but from the sound, I know that it has. The problem I am having seems to be
with the 4 wheel drive. When driving in 2wd, the passenger side front wheel has a loud
mechanical whirring noise, related to speed, there is some kind of friction slowing down the
vehicle. Second thought was wheel bearing but was skeptical because That wheel bearing has

less than 5, miles on it. Put the truck on jack stands and put it in 4wd. Front axle not engaging.
Front wheels do not spin freely in 2wd or 4wd while on jackstands. They are hard to turn by
hand. However, even though axle is not turning can still hear the noise when in gear and in 4wd.
When I apply the brakes, the noise stops with the wheel. The noise is not coming from the rear,
there is no noise when the truck is in 2wd, and the truck is on jackstands. The noise is only in
4wd or when the front wheels are in motion in 2wd. If anyone has any ideas what to check next I
would appreciate it. I realise his question was a while ago, but to anybody else who stumbles
across this I thought I might add, given his symptoms, check the catalytic converter for flow. A
plugged cat can cause loss of power, trouble starting and overall lack of performance. Before
you spend all the money on a tune up, etc. I would be willing to bet that your mass air flow
sensor needs cleaning. Had the exact same prob with mine. Its a simple fix. Buy the cleaner at
any parts store. They will be able to tell you where the sensor is. Really simple takes about 15
mins. We have a 97 Blazer and last time the Brake light parking brake light came on, I did
everything you can imagine to try and make it go away. Then, after noticing that the truck was
pulling I removed the rear drums, and found the problem. The auto adjusters for the rear brakes
were stuck solid, and the brakes were no working at all in the back, after replacing the whole
spring assembly and shoes then re-adjustusting the rear brakes, the ligh went out and the pullin
stopped. I suspect the smell your mother is gettin is from the excessive load on the front brake
pads du to the rear not working anymore, eventually the front pads will wear out completely. I
suggest if ya replace the brakes again, do all four wheel, and replace the rear spring kit, then
readjust the back brakes. If the rear ones are not adjusted the light will just continue to stay on
and wear out the front yet againâ€¦. Hope this helps. My uncle was suppose to get my original
transmission rebuilt, but I found out that he had it replaced with a junkyard transmission. Ever
since installation I have been having various problems. I tried to engage my 4 wheel drive hi.
The light is on but when I push the gas, I hear this very loud banging noise as if the wheel is
going to fall off. When I stop accelerating, the noise stops. When I put it in 4 wheel drive lo the
light blinks. When I put it back in two wheel drive it works fine. What could be the problem
because I was thinking that maybe he put the wrong transmission in and not to mention when I
put my car in gear, the light that comes on to show you what gear you are in does not work
properly. For example it will not highlight in neutral, drive 2, and delay highlighting in park and
drive. If its on the transfer case it will be on drivers side at the top rear. One is a breather
linethat should be zip ties to tranny tube. I learned that the hard way lol. If anyone has to change
a heater core on one have fun. When I push the 4Hi button, everything seems normal. The light
on the panel works fine. I first assumed it was a vacuum issue, so I changed the actuator switch
on the transfer case and also the actuator under the battery when I pulled the actuator, it was
filled with oil â€” any idea how that happened? I also blew out the line that went from the
actuator back to the actuator switch on the transfer case â€” there was oil in that too. So I put
the entire truck on stands, getting all four wheels off the ground. This is leading me to believe
that the front differential is shot. Is this so, or am I missing something?? The blower inside only
works on the vent setting. When you switch it to floor or windshield, nothing changes. Could
this be linked to the fact that there was oil in the actuator? She is a rural carrier for the United
States Postal Service. She had just been pulled out of the ditch by a farmer for the 8th time that
day. Before leaving work, I did a search for solutions to problem, and your website came up
first. I am no mechanic. I checked the diaphram on the vacuum switch under the battery tray
and it had a tear in it. Thank you so much for supplying this information to the working people
trying to hold on to what little they have! I have a gmc Jimmy, I have just recently tried using my
four wheel drive. Used it one night to go mudding, and now that we are getting snow I am
having problems. Please send any suggestions to gmcwebb hotmail. Kyle, you are awesome.
That was so funny. But so true at the same time. Hey Kyle, you rock dude. Keep up the good
work. If and when I decide to get another vehicle, it will still be a Chevy blazer. I have a close
and trusted friend, that sells parts to repair shops. Another good reason to learn to fix it
yourself. Now when you are talking about the cable under the battery on a chevy blazer that
leads from the vacuum actuator to the front axle actuator silenoid which is the electronic device
on the front axle with the two wire plug. Now what the cable does is it controls the drop arm in
the front differential, it does not just control the passenger front it controls the entire front axle
through the spider gears. Thank you sooo much for sharing what you know and helping so
many people. I have a question that I hope that maybe you or one of your readers might give me
a clue as to what to try next. I checked all the fluid levels, replaced the bearing hub. Still growls.
I had a vacuum hose that was unhooked from the box inside the wheel well I must have
accidentaly pulled it loose when I was changing plugs a couple of months ago and hooked it
back. As a matter of fact when I put it into 4 wheel drive the noise stops completely. As soon as
I put it back into 2 wheel drive it starts right back up. I even laid out some bucks last night to

buy a 3 volume set of shop manuals for the S in hopes that maybe I can find an answer on what
is causing the noise. Once again thank you and anyone else who would have any input on
where I should look next. It is not affected by the engine or gear. It softens when I go over and
when I turn either way it seems to get a little worse. It would seem that it is affected by the
overall downward force on the vehicle. It is coming from the center of vehicle so it appears. I
have had issues with running through brake pads in the past but they appear fine. I have
replaced both front hubs as well. Could it be that the front differential needs rebuilding or just
bad bearings somewhere in the front assembly. You want to have everything handed to you.
People who post questions without searching, and without forethought make me grind my
teeth. I post my own personal experiences here to help others that may have a similar
experience. Finally, this is my website. Space which I pay for. When I push button for 4 wheel
drive it goes away but comes back. I have a similar problem. Hello, I need to pinpoint the
problem or parts needed to fix. I am a mechanic. I have been out of it for years but actually
worked at several shops and worked on many cars. So I do all my own work but need a bit of
help sometimes to pinpoint problems. I recently replaced the transmission about 20,mi ago. I
changed the passenger side hub assembly a couple years ago and just changed the drives side
hub assembly a few months ago. So, my problem has two symptoms. One, a metal creaking
sound when I press the brakes and the weight shifts to the front of the vehicle. It will even
sound like a creek pop when I come to a complete stop. I can make it do it if I step on the brakes
and let off over and over it will creek pop, creek pop. I let off a bit to releave it some and then
below 15mph is stops. When I changed the brakes, the drivers was almost bottomed out and the
passenger still had several hundred miles left on them. Possibly from the wobble it ate into the
brakes. I just need to know what I should attack on this. And what parts to go pick up and
replace on the front end. Thanks for reading this book! Hopefully you can help me out here.
Classic symptoms of bad ball joints. I have a Manual Shift lever not a button, the Wheel diagram
would not light up showing it in 4X4. Thanks to all the comments I found that the Vacuum line
for the 4X4 and my climate controls all come from a Ball vacumm canister mounted to the hood
driver side back at the fire wall. There are several tees attached to the canister, I found the lower
one had pulled loose from the Tee, hooked it back up and all was back to normal. One inch will
do you in. The problem is that the vacuum switch on the transfer case has gone bad. You can
buy this part at any auto parts store. Transfer case vacuum switch. So the growling noise is the
fork in the axle trying to engage. Notice how it will stop when you slow gradually and reach
about 10mph or so? My blazer had the same problem. As is everybody else. My problem ended
up being two things. One someone put the wrong fuel pump in my car. Also the problem was
that the spyder injection system was clogged and not spraying in all 6 cylinder. So had to
replace that. I have a Chevy Colorado z71 ls I recently installed a four inch torsion lift in the
front and 3 inch shackles in the back to fit some 33s being neive I decided it would be funny for
a day to crank way down on the torsion bars to where I got around six or so inchs of lift in the
front. I drive it around town and all was good. Not taking into consideration the incredibule
angle the cv half axles were sitting at I took it on the highway for a short stint. Needless to say I
blew out one cv boot and stroke the axle on the adjacent side. Or is there another problem I
should be on the lookout for. During times of the day were the temp and moisture change.
During late morning to late evening. But during the rest of the day the engine runs perfictlly
normale. Sounds like your injector or injectors are plugged and starving the engine. And advice
would be appreciated thank you. The road was slippery here and I made it home OK with only a
couple hard wide turns due to the 4wd. My other suspects vacuum actuator under the battery,
vacuum switch on top of the case, firewall vacuum, TCCM, fuel pump fuse, dome light fuse are
each OK by trouble shooting. Unfortunately, your problem does not sound like something that I
have encountered and can offer you no further advise other than what I have already
encountered. I am not a mechanic. My name is Kyle. By day, I am a Certified Master Safecracker.
In my free time, I'm a maker. Drop by my website and have a look at some of the things I have
created! I found the problemâ€¦it was the U-joint on the front drive shaft. Regards; Kyle. Good
luck with your problem and please let me know how you make out. Thanks Kyle!! Teenagers,
eh? Good Lu
ford f250 manual
2006 ford f 150
power wheels ford f 150
ck! Good luck and let me know how you make out! Good luck! Hopefully it helps someone out!
Sounds like the fork that moves your gears in the front differential may be your problem. Good
luck. Glad that some of the info here was able to help you. Sam White. Kyle,you put it just
perfect! P of MICH!!!!!!!! ASE 8. The blinking indicates that damage is immenant! Especially the

blinking check engine light. Brandon Archer. TJ smithey. That should reset everything. Marlon
Mago. Mike g. Kyle, you are my favorite person today. John in Ohio. Kyle Then why waste space
with a reply that is useless??? One of my other pet peeves is having to repeat myself. James B.
Bret, Classic symptoms of bad ball joints. Will a shifting cable on a 4 wheel drive work on a
2wheel drive s10 Most likely tccm. Bill Zurk. Hi Bill; Unfortunately, your problem does not sound
like something that I have encountered and can offer you no further advise other than what I
have already encountered. Search for:. Kyle Stubbins Hi!

